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Abstract - A composer has the intension to describe and construct three different types of
imagined auditory spatial events or scenarios: An explosion, an implosion, and a microtonal
three dimensional ‘scale’ of which different pitches are bound to selected points on the surface
of a sphere. In all these events, the perceiver is always at the centre of the sphere and this
centre point does not move. There also exists (from the intention of the composer) a strong
tendency to bind the body to the sphere, meaning that the intention for creation of these
spatial events is almost to shape-shift the imaginary body through sound. Focus on making
use of what is known about psycho acoustics to influence the selection of chosen sounds in any
given situation, available software tools such as Ircam’s SPAT tools that includes Ambisonics
and VBAP are considered, tested and described in terms of success or failure to achieve the
desired results. Some thoughts are given to the necessity of including the tactile domain (via
the inclusion of infra sound) and doing both headphone and multi-channel hall versions.
PURPOSE
The purpose of this paper is to consider approaches to the creation of these events in terms of their
spatiality. It is not to give consideration to the greater structural possibilities of a piece of music in
a greater compositional context. Thus from this perspective it is irrelevant whether the sounds
might feature as sound effects in a film or as building blocks for a concert piece. Thoughts will be
borrowed from electroacoustic composition yet the focus remain to describe these three isolated
spatial events so that they can feature as basic tools for the composer’s expressive ideas.

INTRODUCTION
In 1970 John Chowning succeeded to reproduce convincing spatial images over a quadraphonic
loudspeaker system which were arranged in a square around the listener, via a computer program
that provided control over the apparent location and movement of a synthesised sound in what he
referred to as ‘an illusory acoustical space’[1]. The main components that created the desired effect
were the control of ‘the distribution and amplitude of direct and reverberant signals between the
loudspeakers to provide the angular and distance information’ [1]. His method also included a
Doppler shift to recreate velocity information. Today tools such as VBAP and Ambisonics allow
for ways to control spatial movement of sound sources via the specification of polar or cartesian
coordinates. A composer can literally spec out trajectories in a visual format and experiment with
the results. Different systems however have different strengths and weaknesses and there are of
course countless possible playback scenarios to take into account. The more recent modular Spat˜
tools developed by Ircam [2] succeed in allowing a fluent type of interface between the various

systems. Effects can be controlled in terms of individual perceptual attributes [2]. Now it becomes
possible for a composer to integrate the existing systems and focus on the actual result
(compositional imagination) rather than the method. The challenge thus becomes to be able to
translate from abstract musical imaginary to a vocabulary that easily maps to these tools. We are
looking at trying to create a bridge between two very different worlds. On the one hand
compositional imagination, on the other tools that are based on acoustic and psycho acoustic
descriptors of sound.
Psychoacoustics and how we localize sounds
For the purpose of the reader who is not so familiar with Spatial Audio research a brief summary of
the most basic building blocks that are used and become pertinent in the rest of the discussion: The
basic elements needed for source location are direction or angular information, the distance cue and
elevation.
Angular position is calculated via Inter-aural Time Differences (dominant below 1500Hz) or Interaural Intensity Differences (dominant above 1500Hz). A third localisation cue provided by the
reflections of sound off the convolutions of the pinna, the shoulders and the upper torso. This
varies from individual to individual but there are enough common trends in how spectral features
behave according to the source angle for it to have a useful effect [5].
Distance cues are based on the relationships between the amplitudes of direct sound and that of
early reverberations as well as the loss of low-intensity frequency information the further the sound
is from the listener. If the source is also moving the rate of movement of the source position is
used together with the shift in the frequency of the source in relation to calculate the Doppler effect.
The third fundamental aspect in source location is elevation or height perception.
In the Spat˜ tools, a ‘pre-processing’ source module provides the ‘room effects module’ with
acoustic information from the source in the direction of the listener as well as an omni signal of the
source’s scattered acoustic information in all directions. The source module also generates a predelay that reproduces time lags between signals where necessary, which reproduces the Doppler
effect (when continuous) and extends to incorporate necessary spectral corrections to improve the
perceived directivity of a sound source (which is frequency-dependent)[3]. The quality of the
‘room effect synthesis’ or reverberation module is impressive with the standard settings of direct,
early reflections, cluster (of dense later reflections) and late diffuse reverberation (sent to the
surround outputs)[3]. From experimenting, when fine-tweaking all four elements by hand, this unit
allows for the sense of a dynamic space that can change from small to enormous proportions
allowing for sound events to seemingly travel over great distances to the edge of the sphere.
The remaining two core modules are panning and decoding.
The spat.oper Max objet provides high-level control in that
one can describe (and automate) perceptual factors such as source presence, source warmth, source
brilliance, room presence, running reverberance and envelopment for each source individually. For
each source one can also automate radiation elements such as azimuth, distance, elevation, yaw,
pitch, aperture and early width. On top of this each source has individual sends to a reverb module
with it’s (as previously described) individual pre-processing settings including Doppler effect and a
choice between logarithmic and linear. Lastly each source also has an individual low, mid and high

equaliser. Thus with careful ordering of these elements it seems very likely to get the desired
results.
Max/MSP Spat~
This is a basic flowchart taken from the Spat~ documentation [1]

The author remains skeptical of one aspect: achievable closeness. It is doubtful that the hair raising
desired effect of illusions of sounds inside the listener’s head/ body is achievable in a concert hall
using the tools described so far. Ambisonics can create this effect with some success over
headphones and WaveFieldSynthesis is known to produce great accuracy and closeness in this
regard (although the author has not experienced this in person).
To achieve the full spectrum of what the author imagines it would be useful to add bass shakers
(that can transduce sounds as low as 3Hz - thus completely tactile), wearable haptic feedback
devices set to specific frequencies as well as bone conductors (in order to play certain required
moments literally through the perceiver’s bones).

DESCRIPTIONS OF SPATIAL EVENTS
EXPLOSION: The intension is not to describe an event of say the explosion of a bomb or a balloon
or a person’s head per se, it is rather to describe a system in which the perceiver is in the centre of
the sphere and sounds seem to originate inside listener’s head or at least on the surface of the
listener’s body. From here the sounds travel away from the listener in all directions to the surface
of a perfect sphere of which the body remains the centre point.

The constant factor is that all sound originate from the centre of the circle and travel outwards and
away.
The variables are:
a)the speed at which these sounds travel away
b)the type of sound chosen.

IMPLOSION: An exact reversal of the elements in the first scenario should create a successful
implosion.

THREE-DIMENSIONAL MICRO-TONAL SCALE:
A microtonal three-dimensional ‘scale’ of which different pitches are bound to selected points on
the surface of a sphere.
Much experimentation will be done, but the idea is to cluster frequencies together in colour coded
groups. Higher frequencies are mapped to the top of the sphere and the lowest frequencies at the
bottom. So on the vertical plane pitch is translated to a physical dimension of low (underground) to
high (sky). On the horizontal plane, the frequencies are clustered in circles that are grouped in
pitches that are close in distance.

A yellow circle might for example consist of F#3 (369.99Hz), G3 (391.99Hz), G#3 (415.3Hz), A#3
(466Hz) B3 (493.88). This row of numbers would be doubled with the exact same frequencies that
are then slightly pitch shifted up or down to create a dense grid of difference tones (or beat
patterns). So the yellow circle in this case would consist of 10 tones, spread out horizontally evenly
in a circle with all of the tones at the same vertical height.
In this example, the tones are all part of the overtone series of a C fundamental tuned at A = 440Hz.
The aim is to explore and experiment with the full spherical sculptural potential of pulsing waves
that may stay static or may shift through different pulsing patterns as a result of the previously
described method of offsetting half of the row by small amounts in frequency with the other half.
Making use of harmonics on the same fundamental as material may also provide interesting vertical
results when the full spectrum from the lowest audible frequency (the the red colour band) to the
highest (the magenta at the top) is mapped out. I am curios to hear what the full effect of this might
be in the 48 channel surround Sonic Lab - for example what unexpected motion might be created by
the difference tones at the low end as well as mids and high frequencies. As far as proportion goes,
smaller intervals in the top areas of the sphere and big ones, such as octaves in the low end.
When one thinks of the size of wave lengths created for example by a difference tone of 7Hz the
wavelength is 49.05metre which means energy created in the infrasound range. Thus spatiality
starts to happen on two levels: the deliberate positioning of virtual sound sources via the Spat˜ tools
as well as the inherent spatial qualities of waves and interference patterns moving through the
space.
Inspired by Chowning’s Stria, further explorations can take place in these mappings by using
enharmonic ratios for the various colour series and shifting from enharmonic pitch series to
harmonic ones (the greater implications to do with using principles of order and disorder as control
is an element in Chowning’s work that should be further explored in spatial composition).
Further experimentation, if time permits, could be to layer various of these ‘tone spheres’ within
each other and rotate them slowly at different speeds relative to each other. Some vertically, some
horizontally and so on...

MATERIAL
So far, especially with the third scenario, the description has been of drone like sounds, long
continues tones (lines) that allow one to hear all the pulsing interference patterns in the spaces
between. There is no reason why this can’t become some of the very material that explodes and
implodes. A celestial sky that shrinks into the frown on your forehead and explodes as you exhale
your last breath.
Factors that are important to note:
For the explosions and implosions sounds with quick attacks and endings.
Creating illusions of massive loudness in the ‘bang’ moment for closeness must be achieved.
Working with perceptual aspects: the Doppler effect - musical material should not descend in pitch
when it is approaching. In other words a repetition between macro and micro form.
Filtering for in the body sounds. Some sounds we actually hear through our jaw, head and chest
bones - for example your own voice, especially when you whisper, you hear that sound directly
through your body or when you inhale and exhale air.
Consideration should be given to the body’s natural resonance frequencies for example the concha
(2-5kHz resonance) and ear canal (3kHz and 9kHz resonance).
To convey certain feelings, the composer draws inspiration from the modern world specifically our
perception of speed. Today part of our visual memory has been scarred with the camera and it’s
sensational abilities in cinematography. Editing techniques such as fast zooms, pans, birds eye view
and jump cuts allow us to think differently about motion through space. It becomes possible to
shape-shift, move at incredible paces etc. The mind is able to do these manoeuvres effortlessly in
spite of the fact that the body often won’t/can’t keep up with it.

THE BODY AS THE CENTRE OF THE SPHERE
Consideration is given to the entire body and not only the ears. It is fascinating that humans
describe ‘pitch’ in the sense of ‘do re me’ as vertical. In our language we clearly describe a scale or
melody as going ‘up’ or ‘down’. Bass frequencies are ‘low’. Bigger, fatter = lower. Thinner =
higher. From this intuitive sensibility pitch is positioned on the y axis as a vertical factor. On the x
and z axis of the sphere, we put space. The size of an event. Time.
It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss the philosophical and phenomenological thoughts
about imagination and the profound artistic implications of spherical ideas around spatial music and
the body. Many ancient energy practices like Tai Chi and Qigong contain various references to the
body as a sphere or a ball extending in all directions.

PART II - PRACTICAL EXPERIMENTS - DESCRIPTION OF RESULTS

PROJECT GOALS:
1. To develop a better understanding of egocentric spatial composition. (The term egocentric refers
to the listener position and not the listener’s ego).
2. To define the parameters of spatial composition from the composer’s idiosyncratic point of view.
3. To build up a tool (or set of tools) that the composer can use to create various works based on
point 2.
4. To create the first piece.

1 & 2 METHODOLOGY:
Spatial perception versus spatial cognition
The first step in the process of understanding my idea and the material that I wanted to work with,
was to have a meeting with Gary Kendall (Professor in Spatial Music), during which it became
clear that I was confusing Spatial Audio Perception with Spatial Cognition. The original title of my
work was ‘Spherical Perceptions’ which is an exact description of the visual picture that I hold in
my imagination of the sonic landscape as a sphere. In this visualisation, sounds originate at the
centre of the sphere (which is also the listener - thus the term egocentric) and travel outwards or
inwards between the centre and the surface of the sphere. In the listening setting, sounds are
created with the ideal listening position in the centre of the sound field. My idea was first of all a
visual projection of a way in which I experience the relationship between my own body and space,
which then I desired to map into sound.
From years of training Seven Star Paying Mantis Kung Fu and Tai Chi, I developed a sense of
internal space which is perhaps not as obvious as I had come to think. In the Mantis stance which
one holds for 40min and longer at a time, one does continuous breathing or shifting of energy which
is an exercise of extreme opposites: extreme relaxation whilst holding a difficult pose which is
taxing on especially the legs but also torso and arms. The lower body is strong and the upper body
is relaxed like a twig in the wind. Even though one is standing, the knees are soft and it’s like one
is sitting on an imaginary high chair. Again the muscles are working hard to maintain the semi
squatted position whilst the mind believes that one is sitting on a chair and actually relaxing. The
fingertips are extremely taught and aware, while the arms and shoulders are extremely soft and
relaxed. The dante (point slightly below the navel) is tight like a ball. The body is trained to be
soft yet push out force in all direction of a sphere. One imagines to be a ball floating in space.
Eventually in fighting this allows for ultimate balance, ultimate ways to deflect incoming force
(punch, kick etc) - the softness allowing to be fast and flow like water around the attack whilst the
tautness allows for agility in reacting. In chi training, the beginner’s ‘ball’ is small. Through
continuous training, the ball gets bigger and bigger. With the breath, it feels like one is inhaling the
entire planet and solar system, bringing it into the size of ones centre point (dante) (almost like
swallowing the world), with the exhalation, one swells, so that one’s body as as big as the world
(universe - thus the imagination)[8]. I have forgotten about this practice, but came to realise that

this is exactly where my idea for the spatial music piece comes from - I wanted to imitate Qigong
breathing (the breathing described) via musical events in space.

In “Three Spaces of Spatial Cognition’ Barbara Tversky, (Professor in Cognitive Psychology)
discusses spatial perception in terms of experience: our knowledge of space is unlike geometry or
physical measurements of space, constructed on objects in space as opposed to only space itself. It
is thus the relationships that we have with objects in space that are important in spatial cognition.
For example when we are navigating through space to find our way in a forest or when we reach out
to pick up a fruit to eat it, or sit down on a chair. The three spaces of spatial cognition are the space
of navigation (conceptualised as a two-dimensional plane, like a map), the space around the body
(in contrast to navigational space and seen from a single point of view that can also be
conceptualised schematically this time in three dimensions) and finally the space of our own bodies
(including our own sensations experienced from the inside as well as the outside). All of these are
essential for our survival in the world [7].
It is as if my Qigong music wants to completely blur these distinctions: to stretch and superimpose
experience of the insides of the body into the space around the body which expands so large that it
becomes equivalent to the space of navigation. The object in reach of the space around the body is
navigational space itself. It reaches to the furthest star that I can imagine and because I can not
really imagine that distance, it becomes the rather abstract map with the body in it. The reverse also
happens, where the navigational space is shrunken to be so small that it sits inside a single molecule
inside the body. With these massive conceptual leaps, it almost doesn’t matter if that molecule is in
the head or in the stomach.
Clearly it was necessary to shift my focus to more tangible territory: that of spatial audio. The first
step was to learn about the basics of human hearing, acoustics and tools used in the field. The
Spatial Audio lectures and suggested reading provided a good framework for this. Based on these
materials, I decided to do a series of tests and then move on to an actual composition based on the
test results.
1. Forget about intergalactic space, shift idea to say the furthest distance being the way a highway
sounds in the distance - in other words, for the time being abandon the visual cognitive
projections of space and focus solely on what I know in my experience is actually audible over
long distances. Make that the largest distance. Forget about trying to make a sound appear as if
it is inside the body for the smallest distance: that will require tactile bass shakers, vibrations,
multiple modalities of experience. For now it will be too many parameters. Make the shortest
distance 1 meter from the listener in all directions and count on presence and quantity of sound
to create the illusion of closeness.
2. Test out the tools I have at my disposal to pan a single sound source from close to my body to as
far away as possible. I will be using SPAT because it allows to switch between binaural,
ambisonics and VBAP. This will allow to compare the results of these different panning systems
and to find the optimal sound versus processor intensive method.
3. Because SPAT already has a binaural setting plus a library of HRTF’s available it is possible to
do all the tests both for the Sonic Lab as well as a headphone version for comparison as well as
the option to create pieces for both.

4. Test out the single source moving outwards into 62 different directions (relatively evenly spread
out points on the surface of a sphere). Take note of whether it is always equally perceptible.
Take note of how exact it seems.
5. Compare different types of sounds: short explosive sound with sharp attack (at low, mid and
high frequency bands), sine tones over entire frequency range, complex sound with variation (for
example voices talking plus ambient sounds or plastic bag crackling).
6. Keep adding signals i.e. next test two sources simultaneously, then three, then four and so on.
See at what point I can’t hear them all anymore.
7. Continue to add more sources, even when they become a blur of sound, to test if and how the
qualitative value of the overall sound changes. Is there a stronger sense of envelopment with
more sources?
8. After gaining the insight that these processes provide - modify initial ideas for the piece of
music. Hopefully it is possible to create a strong sensation of ‘explosion’, ‘implosion’ and
‘pitches positioned on the surface points of the sphere. Highest pitches to the top and lowest to
the bottom. Explore effects of envelopment and closeness via sound being quite loud,
hyperactive via repetition and bouncing to different positions in the sphere (with sphere I now
refer to the SPAT panning positions) and vibrating the space. Subwoofers will be an important
element to assist in the vibrational components.
9. The structure of the piece is meant to be rather simple:
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10. The material is meant to be:

- Single sound objects like a ‘drum hit’, ‘balloon pop’, ‘note’, ‘breath’ that can pan quite fast.
- Single sound objects with slower attacks and longer durations like a strombus shell being blown
and ARP2600 generated tones/drones that can pan and fade over longer distances. Sequences that
descend in pitch. Sequences that rise in pitch. Up- and down glizzandis.
- Difference tones (created via the difference between two tones in a sine wave generator) to create
infrasound pulses in the extreme low end.

- Extensive use of the SPAT reverb to create the acoustic space. Long reverb decay times,
reverberance, heaviness, liveness, room size, early shape, early distribution, reverb start time,
modal density and air absorption are all together with the panning probably the most important
aspects of the material. In SPAT, modifying the source position
“affect the distribution of the intensity of the centre channel (direct sound) among
the loudspeakers. The method used is derived from Chowning’s algorithm
[[Cho71],[Bos90]]. The distribution of the surround channels (containing the
diffuse reverberations) is not affected by the source localisation control.
However, the Panning module extends Chowning’s method by allowing for the
two side channels (containing the early reflections) to rotate along with the centre
channel, according to the azimuth control[...]Modifying the source distance in the
Panning module only affect the distribution of signals to the different
loudspeakers when this distance becomes shorter than that of the loudspeakers,
but does not affect the total intensity of the sound. Larger distance should be
reproduced in connection with the room effect. This can be done in SPAT by
combining the effects of the Panning, Room, and Source modules”[1].
In order to do this, I will obviously need to build a max controller patch that will allow me to have
some kind of high-level control instead of moving individual parameters around.

3. TOOLS:
To be extremely brief (please refer to the official IRCAM Spat documentation for a good overview)
the two main objects are the spat.oper and the spat.spat~ objects. The spat.oper The basic
arguments for spat.oper are @numsources, @numreverbs, @numspeakers, @numinternals
(referring to the number of internal reverb channels). For the spat.spat~ it looks quite similar:
@numsources, @numreverbs, @numspeakers, @numinternals as well as @panning to specify
panning type.
Spat.oper is a high level control visualization of the panning, as well as an interface that allows for
perceptual description values send to control parameters such as azimuth, distance, elevation, yaw,
pitch, aperture and early width. On top of this each source has individual sends to a reverb module
with it’s individual pre-processing settings that includes Doppler effect and a choice between
logarithmic and linear. In general the linear setting gives me more radical results. Lastly each
source also has an individual low, mid and high equaliser. Thus with careful ordering of these
elements it seems very likely to get the desired results.

Spat.oper visual UI screen grab:

For Spat.oper I send the following control messages:
1. Speaker position message (taken from distance measurements of the Sonic Lab at SARC):
loudspeakers xyz -2.7 5.7 0. 2.7 5.7 0. -6.2 2.6 0. 6.3 2.6 0. -6.3 -1.9 0. 6.2 -1.9 0. -4.1 -6.4 0. 4.2
-6.4 0. -3.1 8.3 2.8 3.1 8.3 2.8 -6.6 3. 2.8 6.6 3. 2.8 -6.6 -2.1 2.8 6.6 -2.1 2.8 -2.9 -6.4 2.8 2.9 -6.4
2.8 -2. 3.8 5.5 2.1 3.9 5.5 -3.2 0.9 5.5 3.5 1. 5.5 -3.4 -1.5 5.5 3.4 -1.3 5.5 -2. -3.6 5.5 2. -3.8 5.5 -1.8
3.4 -4.6 1.8 3.4 -4.6 -3.4 0.8 -4.6 3.3 0.8 -4.6 -3.3 -1.6 -4.6 3.3 -1.6 -4.6 -1.3 -3.6 -4.6 1.5 -3.6 -4.6

Top down visual

Front back visual (the black squares represent 32 speaker positions and the green dots represent the
sound sources).
(Or in the Binaural version I select the KEMAR HRTF file setting).

2. Define sources (green dots in spat.oper) - for each source a corresponding audio file is loaded

Actually a list of audio files are loaded into the buffer and ready to trigger at any time for each
source object. When an audio file is loaded, the sfinfo~ object provides the sample length, which I
use to map to the ramp time of the ramp message that I send again to the spat.oper - this ensures
that the sound event begins and ends exactly at the beginning and end of the panning trajectory.
There is also a master ramp controller with which I can set all sounds to have the same ramp
durations and beginning and end points - thus allowing for a single trigger to switch from individual
sounds travelling on their own trajectories, to all the sounds travelling in synchronisation with the
only difference being the directions they travel in.
Also note the pack object which combines the ramp begin, ramp end and sample length to form a
message in a format that the line~ object understands (the line~ object allows for smooth movement
of trajectories):

Ramp then gets send to the sub patcher that controls directions, I have 62 directions mapped out and
it is possible to quickly switch to any of them. A final source message then looks like this: source 1
aed 150. -60. 0. (with a being azimuth, e being elevation and d being distance (which is the value of
the line ramp object that I just explained).

Partial view of direction determining patch - these form messages that are packed into the format
source 1 aed 150. -60. 0.

3. The actual audio is send via send~ and receive~ source messages to the spat.spat~ object:

4. My arguments to the spat.spat~ object for the Sonic Lab are:
spat.spat~ @numsources 6 @panning vbap @numreverbs 1 @numspeakers 32 @numinternals 8
@decoder null
Due to the massive amount of processing power needed to compute the sources in realtime, it is not
possible to continue my line of thinking. It is not possible to have an individual reverb unit for each
source. It is also not possible to use the high quality reverberation which is achieved via changing
the internal channels as high as 64, but even 24 sound brilliant. As you can see I am only using 8
internals, which gives a reasonable effect (until you compare it with the higher quality!). I have
already reduced my sources from 62 to 6. Instead of exploding the sound in 62 simultaneous
directions, I explode it into 6 at a time, but fire them rapidly (via a combination of the metro, trigger
and gate objects) so that they cover all 62 directions in a relatively short time. Because of these
issues, at this point, I can not manipulate the finer details. VBAP panning is also more economic
(and actually sounds better to my ears). I also do not have controllers for the equalisation yet which can be controlled for each source. The most radical effects are achieved via my ramp
panning messages together with changing yaw and aperture of the source. When all the sources
move together, the single reverb is quite effective in creating dramatic space effects. Overall, the
sound has impact but still lacks the level of detail and integrity I think is necessary.

RESULTS:
Failure as success:
I definitely failed in completing the set goals. Even in giving myself a generous amount of time to
complete the task (2 months during which I had an average of 6 hours a week), I did not foresee the
learning curve it would take to fully understand the SPAT toolset as well as other Max/MSP related
programming problems that I had to solve in building the controls for the SPAT objects. Had I been
a more frequent Max user I would certainly be more efficient. Overall the learning curve was
massive - yet I feel positive and happy with some of the results that I could achieve. At the same
time, I am probably at least another 40 hours away from either a performance tool that I can use to
play with or at least an other 40 hours to one completed composition, unless I get expert help of
course.

The main technical issues were that from the get go, I realised that SPAT on one computer could not
handle the way in which I wanted to make use of the SPAT object and the reverb which sounds
really good when it runs at full capacity. At full capacity, changing all the parameters the way I
would like to allows me for a whopping single channel or one audio source at a time. One might
reason that it is not that bad if one can render/record the audio and mix it in ProTools or Logic. The
problem is that for each virtual source there is 32 channels of audio. It seems that there exists
software specifically designed to handle multichannel mixing such as Reaper that simplify the
process of working with a massive amount of channels. Unfortunately I didn’t have access to this
software.
If I chose to make a headphone version of the project (which I attempted), this obviously reduce the
amount of channels and complexity to work with. However, it is not possible to create the very low
end frequencies for headphones, or any of the physicality that loud sound in a room can create.
Even though I would like to pursue headphone creations for the vast possibilities they inhabit (iPods
etc), I am also interested in the long term to continue a line of installations and concerts. Ultimately
I would also like to be able to use the tools I develop for realtime live audio input. If I had a bass
shaker at my disposal to combine with the headphones for the tactile effect, I might have been more
inclined to pursue that as the main option.
In artistic growth on the other hand I made a major realisation thanks to Gary and this Spatial Audio
series: To achieve the realism that some of my ideas ideas require, multiple modalities (such as
tactile modalities) need to be defined as parameters and pursued. Even though I do not have a
completed piece, some pretty convincing explosions and sounds are flying through the air with a
tangible materiality to it that are beyond anything I have heard before. I will certainly complete the
fist piece within the next weeks.
As far as perceptual elements go: to my ears, distinctions between tones on my spherical scale
started blurring extremely quickly. It is not possible to distinguish where the sounds are coming
from after the tenth layer. Yet, there is a perceptual difference of overall density/impact/quality of
the overall texture which is different to when the same amount of sounds originate from fewer
positions.
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